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IMPORTANCE Clinicians, patients, and policy makers rely on published results from clinical
trials to help make evidence-informed decisions. To critically evaluate and use trial results,
readers require complete and transparent information regarding what was planned, done,
and found. Specific and harmonized guidance as to what outcome-specific information
should be reported in publications of clinical trials is needed to reduce deficient reporting
practices that obscure issues with outcome selection, assessment, and analysis.

OBJECTIVE To develop harmonized, evidence- and consensus-based standards for reporting
outcomes in clinical trial reports through integration with the Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials (CONSORT) 2010 statement.

EVIDENCE REVIEW Using the Enhancing the Quality and Transparency of Health Research
(EQUATOR) methodological framework, the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension of the
CONSORT 2010 statement was developed by (1) generation and evaluation of candidate
outcome reporting items via consultation with experts and a scoping review of existing
guidance for reporting trial outcomes (published within the 10 years prior to March 19, 2018)
identified through expert solicitation, electronic database searches of MEDLINE and the
Cochrane Methodology Register, gray literature searches, and reference list searches;
(2) a 3-round international Delphi voting process (November 2018-February 2019)
completed by 124 panelists from 22 countries to rate and identify additional items;
and (3) an in-person consensus meeting (April 9-10, 2019) attended by 25 panelists to
identify essential items for the reporting of outcomes in clinical trial reports.

FINDINGS The scoping review and consultation with experts identified 128 recommendations
relevant to reporting outcomes in trial reports, the majority (83%) of which were not
included in the CONSORT 2010 statement. All recommendations were consolidated into 64
items for Delphi voting; after the Delphi survey process, 30 items met criteria for further
evaluation at the consensus meeting and possible inclusion in the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022
extension. The discussions during and after the consensus meeting yielded 17 items that
elaborate on the CONSORT 2010 statement checklist items and are related to completely
defining and justifying the trial outcomes, including how and when they were assessed
(CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 6a), defining and justifying the target difference
between treatment groups during sample size calculations (CONSORT 2010 statement
checklist item 7a), describing the statistical methods used to compare groups for the primary
and secondary outcomes (CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 12a), and describing the
prespecified analyses and any outcome analyses not prespecified (CONSORT 2010 statement
checklist item 18).

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE This CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension of the CONSORT
2010 statement provides 17 outcome-specific items that should be addressed in all published
clinical trial reports and may help increase trial utility, replicability, and transparency and may
minimize the risk of selective nonreporting of trial results.
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W ell designed and properly conducted randomized clini-
cal trials (RCTs) are the gold standard for producing
primary evidence that informs evidence-based clini-

cal decision-making. In RCTs, trial outcomes are used to assess the
intervention effects on participants.1 The Consolidated Standards
of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) 2010 statement provided 25 report-
ing items for inclusion in published RCT reports.2,3

Fully reporting trial outcomes is important for replicating
results, knowledge synthesis efforts, and preventing selective
nonreporting of results. A scoping review revealed diverse and
inconsistent recommendations on how to report trial outcomes in
published reports by academic, regulatory, and other key sources.4

Insufficient outcome reporting remains common across academic
journals and disciplines; key information about outcome selection,
definition, assessment, analysis, and changes from the prespecified
outcomes (ie, from the trial protocol or the trial registry) is often
poorly reported.5-9 Such avoidable reporting issues have been
shown to affect the conclusions drawn from systematic reviews
and meta-analyses,10 contributing to research waste.11

Although calls for improved reporting of trial outcomes have
been made,5,12 what constitutes useful, complete reporting of trial
outcomes to knowledge users such as trialists, systematic review-
ers, journal editors, clinicians, patients, and the public is unclear.4

Two extensions (for harms in 2004 and for patient-reported out-
comes in 2013)13,14 of the CONSORT statement relevant to the
reporting of specific types of trial outcomes exist; however, no
standard reporting guideline for essential outcome-specific infor-
mation applicable to all outcome types, populations, and trial
designs is available.4

The aim of the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension was to de-
velop harmonized, evidence- and consensus-based outcome re-
porting standards for clinical trial reports.

Methods
The CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension was developed as part
of the Instrument for Reporting Planned Endpoints in Clinical
Trials (InsPECT) project15 in accordance with the Enhancing
the Quality and Transparency of Health Research (EQUATOR)
methodological framework for reporting guideline devel-
opment.16 Ethics approval was not required as determined by the
research ethics committee at The Hospital for Sick Children. The
development15 of the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension
occurred in parallel with the Standard Protocol Items: Recom-
mendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT)–Outcomes 2022
extension for clinical trial protocols.17

Key Development Phases
First, we created an initial list of recommendations relevant to re-
porting outcomes for RCTs that were synthesized from consulta-
tion with experts and a scoping review of existing guidance for
reporting trial outcomes (published within the 10 years prior to
March 19, 2018) identified through expert solicitation, electronic
database searches of MEDLINE and the Cochrane Methodology
Register, gray literature searches, and reference list searches as
described.4,18 Second, a 3-round international Delphi voting pro-
cess took place from November 2018 to February 2019 to identify

additional items and assess the importance of each item, which
was completed by 124 panelists from 22 countries (eTable 1 in the
Supplement). Third, an in-person expert consensus meeting was held
(April 9-10, 2019), which was attended by 25 panelists from 4 coun-
tries, including a patient partner and a public partner, to identify the
set of essential items relevant to reporting outcomes for trial re-
ports and establish dissemination activities. Selection and wording
of the items was finalized at a postconsensus meeting by executive
panel members and via email with consensus meeting panelists.

Other Information
The detailed methods describing development of the CONSORT-
Outcomes 2022 extension appear in eAppendix 1 in the Supple-
ment, including the number of items evaluated at each phase
and the process toward the final set of included items (eFigure in
the Supplement). The scoping review trial protocol and findings have
been published4,18 and appear in eAppendix 1 in the Supplement
and the search strategy appears in eAppendix 2 in the Supplement.
The self-reported characteristics of the Delphi voting panelists
and the consensus meeting panelists appear in eTables 1-2 in the
Supplement. Details regarding the patient and public partner in-
volvement appear in eAppendix 1 in the Supplement.

Results
In addition to the inclusion of the CONSORT 2010 statement
checklist items, the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension recom-
mends that a minimum of 17 outcome-specific reporting items be
included in clinical trial reports, regardless of trial design or popu-
lation. The scoping review and consultation with experts identi-
fied 128 recommendations relevant to reporting outcomes in trial
reports, the majority (83%) of which were not included in the
CONSORT 2010 statement. All recommendations were consoli-
dated into 64 items for Delphi voting; after the Delphi survey pro-
cess, 30 items met the criteria for further evaluation at the con-
sensus meeting and possible inclusion in the CONSORT-
Outcomes 2022 extension. The CONSORT 2010 statement
checklist items and the 17 items added by the CONSORT-
Outcomes 2022 extension appear in Table 1.19

A fillable version of the checklist appears in eTables 3-4 in the
Supplement and on the CONSORT website.20 When using
the updated checklist, users should refer to definitions of key

Key Points
Question What outcome-specific information should be included
in a published clinical trial report?

Findings Using an evidence-based and international
consensus–based approach that applied methods from the
Enhancing the Quality and Transparency of Health Research
(EQUATOR) methodological framework, 17 outcome-specific
reporting items were identified.

Meaning Inclusion of these items in clinical trial reports may
enhance trial utility, replicability, and transparency and may help
limit selective nonreporting of trial results.
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Table 1. Recommended Checklist Items to Address in a Clinical Trial Report From the CONSORT 2010 Statement
and the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extensiona

Section Item No. CONSORT 2010 statement Item No. CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extension

Title and abstract

Title and abstract 1a Identification as a randomized trial in the title

1b Structured summary of trial design, methods, results,
and conclusions (for specific guidance see CONSORT
for abstracts)

Introduction

Background and
objectives

2a Scientific background and explanation of rationale

2b Specific objectives or hypotheses

Methods

Trial design 3a Description of trial design (such as parallel, factorial)
including allocation ratio

3b Important changes to methods after trial commencement
(such as eligibility criteria), with reasons

Participants 4a Eligibility criteria for participants

4b Settings and locations where the data were collected

Interventions 5 The interventions for each group with sufficient details to
allow replication, including how and when they were
actually administered (for specific guidance see TIDieR
checklist and guide)19

Outcomes 6a Completely defined prespecified primary and
secondary outcome measures, including how and
when they were assessed

6a.1 Provide a rationale for the selection of the domain for the
trial’s primary outcome

6a.2 Describe the specific measurement variable (eg, systolic
blood pressure), analysis metric (eg, change from baseline,
final value, time to event), method of aggregation
(eg, mean, proportion), and the time point for each
outcome

6a.3 If the analysis metric for the primary outcome represents
within-participant change, define and justify the minimal
important change in individuals

6a.4 If the outcome data were continuous, but were analyzed as
categorical (method of aggregation), specify the cutoff
values used

6a.5 If outcome assessments were performed at several time
points after randomization, state the time points used for
the analysis

6a.6 If a composite outcome was used, define all individual
components of the composite outcome

6a.7 Identify any outcomes that were not prespecified in a trial
registry or trial protocol

6a.8 Provide a description of the study instruments used to
assess the outcome (eg, questionnaires, laboratory tests)
along with reliability, validity, and responsiveness in a
population similar to the study sample

6a.9 Describe who assessed the outcome (eg, nurse, parent) and
any qualifications or trial-specific training necessary to
administer the study instruments to assess the outcome

6a.10 Describe any processes used to promote outcome data
quality during data collection (eg, duplicate
measurements) and after data collection (eg, range checks
of outcome data values), or state where these details can
be found

6b Any changes to trial outcomes after the trial commenced,
with reasons

Sample size 7a How sample size was determined 7a.1 Define and justify the target difference between treatment
groups (eg, the minimal important difference)

7b When applicable, explanation of any interim analyses
and stopping guidelines

Randomization

Sequence
generation

8a Method used to generate the random allocation sequence

8b Type of randomization; details of any restriction
(such as blocking and block size)

Allocation
concealment
mechanism

9 Mechanism used to implement the random allocation
sequence (such as sequentially numbered containers),
describing any steps taken to conceal the sequence until
interventions were assigned

(continued)
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Table 1. Recommended Checklist Items to Address in a Clinical Trial Report From the CONSORT 2010 Statement
and the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extensiona (continued)

Section Item No. CONSORT 2010 statement Item No. CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extension

Implementation 10 Who generated the random allocation sequence, who
enrolled participants, and who assigned participants to
interventions

Blinding 11a If done, who was blinded after assignment to
interventions (for example, participants, care providers,
those assessing outcomes) and how

11b If relevant, description of the similarity of interventions

Statistical methods 12a Statistical methods used to compare groups for primary
and secondary outcomes

12a.1 Describe any methods used to account for multiplicity in
the analysis or interpretation of the primary and secondary
outcomes (eg, coprimary outcomes, same outcome
assessed at multiple time points, or subgroup analyses
of an outcome)

12a.2 State and justify any criteria for excluding any outcome
data from the analysis and reporting, or report that no
outcome data were excluded

12a.3 Describe the methods used to assess patterns of
missingness (eg, missing not at random), and describe the
methods used to handle missing outcome items or entire
assessments

12a.4 Provide a definition of the outcome analysis population
relating to nonadherence of the trial protocol
(eg, as a randomized analysis)

12b Methods for additional analyses, such as subgroup
analyses and adjusted analyses

Results

Participant flow
(a diagram is
strongly
recommended)

13a For each group, the numbers of participants who were
randomly assigned, received intended treatment, and
were analyzed for the primary outcome

13b For each group, losses and exclusions after
randomization, together with reasons

Recruitment 14a Dates defining the periods of recruitment and follow-up

14b Why the trial ended or was stopped

Baseline data 15 A table showing baseline demographic and clinical
characteristics for each group

Numbers analyzed 16 For each group, number of participants (denominator)
included in each analysis and whether the analysis was by
original assigned groups

Outcomes and
estimation

17a For each primary and secondary outcome, results for each
group, and the estimated effect size and its precision
(such as 95% CI)

17a.1 Include the results for all prespecified outcome analyses or
state where the results can be found if not in this report

17b For binary outcomes, presentation of both absolute and
relative effect sizes is recommended

Ancillary analyses 18 Results of any other analyses performed, including
subgroup analyses and adjusted analyses, distinguishing
prespecified from exploratory

18.1 If there were any analyses that were not prespecified,
explain why they were performed

Harms 19 All important harms or unintended effects in each group
(for specific guidance see CONSORT for harms13)

Discussion

Limitations 20 Trial limitations, addressing sources of potential bias,
imprecision, and, if relevant, multiplicity of analyses

Generalizability 21 Generalizability (external validity, applicability) of the
trial findings

Interpretation 22 Interpretation consistent with results, balancing benefits
and harms, and considering other relevant evidence

Other information

Registration 23 Registration number and name of trial registry

Protocol 24 Where the full trial protocol can be accessed, if available

Funding 25 Sources of funding and other support (such as supply of
drugs), role of funders

Abbreviations: CONSORT, Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials;
TIDieR, Template for Intervention Description and Replication.
a It is strongly recommended that this checklist be read in conjunction with the

CONSORT 2010 statement guidelines2,3 for important clarification on the
checklist items. The CONSORT 2010 statement checklist is distributed under
the terms of the Creative Commons license.
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terms in the glossary21-38 (Box) because variations in the termi-
nology and definitions exist across disciplines and geographic
areas. The 5 core elements of a defined outcome (with examples)
appear in Table 2.39,40

Application of these new checklist items from the CONSORT-
Outcomes 2022 extension, in conjunction with the CONSORT 2010
statement, ensures trial outcomes will be comprehensively de-
fined and reported. The estimated list of key users, their proposed
actions, and the consequential potential benefits of implementing
the 17 CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension checklist items ap-
pears in eTable 5 in the Supplement and was generated from the con-

sensus meeting’s knowledge translation session. Examination and
application of these outcome reporting recommendations may be
helpful for trial authors, journal editors, peer reviewers, systematic
reviewers, patients, the public, and trial participants (eTable 5 in the
Supplement).

This report contains a brief explanation of the 17 checklist
items generated from the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension.
Guidance on how to report the existing checklist items can be
found in the CONSORT 2010 statement,2 in Table 1, and in an
explanatory guideline report.41 Additional items that may be useful
to include in some trial reports or in associated trial documents

Box. Glossary of Terms Used in the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extension

Composite outcome: A composite outcome consists of
�2 component outcomes (eg, proportion of participants who died
or experienced a nonfatal stroke). Participants who have
experienced any of the events specified by the components are
considered to have experienced the composite outcome.21,22

CONSORT 2010: Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials
(CONSORT) statement that was published in 2010.2,3

CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension: Additional essential checklist
items describing outcome-related content that are not covered by
the CONSORT 2010 statement.

Construct validity: The degree to which the scores reported in a trial
are consistent with the hypotheses (eg, with regard to internal
relationships, the relationships of the scores to other instruments, or
relevant between-group differences) based on the assumption that
the instrument validly measures the domain to be measured.30

Content validity: The degree to which the content of the study
instrument is an adequate reflection of the domain to be measured.30

Criterion validity: The degree to which the scores of a study
instrument are an adequate reflection of a gold standard.30

Cross-cultural validity: The degree to which the performance of the
items on a translated or culturally adapted study instrument are an
adequate reflection of the performance of the items using the
original version of the instrument.30

Minimal important change: The smallest within-patient change that
is considered important by patients, clinicians, or relevant others.4,5

The change may be in a score or unit of measure (continuous or
ordinal measurements) or in frequency (dichotomous outcomes).
This term is often used interchangeably in health literature with the
term minimal important difference. In the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022
extension, the minimal important change conceptually refers to
important intrapatient change (item 6a.3) and the minimal
important difference refers to the important between-group
difference. Minor variants of the term, such as minimum instead of
minimal, or the addition of the adjective clinically or clinical are
common (eg, the minimum clinically important change).23

Minimal important difference: The smallest between-group
difference that is considered important by patients, clinicians, or
relevant others.24-27 The difference may be in a score or unit of
measure (continuous or ordinal measurements) or in frequency
(dichotomous outcomes). Minor variants of the term, such as
minimum instead of minimal, or the addition of the adjective
clinically or clinical are common (eg, the minimum clinically
important difference).23

Outcome: Refers to what is being assessed to examine the effect of
exposure to a health intervention.1 The 5 core elements of a defined
outcome appear in Table 2.

Primary outcome: The planned outcome that is most directly
related to the primary objective of the trial.28 It is typically the
outcome used in the sample size calculation for trials with
the primary objective of assessing efficacy or effectiveness.29 Many
trials have 1 primary outcome, but some have >1. The term primary
end point is sometimes used in the medical literature when referring
to the primary outcome.4

Reliability: The degree to which the measurement is free from error.
Specifically, the extent to which scores have not changed for
participants and are the same for repeated measures under several
conditions (eg, using different sets of items from the same
rating scale for internal consistency; over time or test-retest;
by different persons on the same occasion or interrater; or by the
same persons, such as raters or responders, on different occasions
or intrarater).30

Responsiveness: The ability of a study instrument to accurately
detect and measure change in the outcome domain over time.31,32

Distinct from an instrument’s construct validity and criterion validity,
which refer to the validity of a single score, responsiveness refers to
the validity of a change score (ie, longitudinal validity).30

Secondary outcomes: The outcomes prespecified in the trial
protocol to assess any additional effects of the intervention.28

Smallest worthwhile effect: The smallest beneficial effect of
an intervention that justifies the costs, potential harms, and
inconvenience of the interventions as determined by patients.33

SPIRIT 2013: Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for
Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) statement that was published in 2013.35,36

SPIRIT-Outcomes 2022 extension: Additional essential checklist
items describing outcome-related trial protocol content that are not
covered by the SPIRIT 2013 statement.17

Structural validity: The degree to which the scores of a study
instrument (eg, a patient questionnaire or a clinical rating scale) are
an adequate reflection of the dimensionality of the domain to be
measured.30

Study instrument: The scale or tool used to make an assessment.
A study instrument may be a questionnaire, a clinical rating scale,
a laboratory test, a score obtained through a physical examination or
an observation of an image, or a response to a single question.34

Target difference: The value that is used in sample size calculations
as the difference sought to be detected on the primary outcome
between intervention groups and that should be considered realistic
or important (such as the minimal important difference or the
smallest worthwhile effect) by �1 key stakeholder groups.37,38

Validity: The degree to which a study instrument measures the
domain it purports to measure.30
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(eg, the statistical analysis plan or in a clinical study report42)
appear in eTable 6 in the Supplement, but were not considered
essential reporting items for all trial reports.

CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extension Checklist Items
for the Descriptions of the Methods for Selecting,
Measuring, and Describing the Outcomes Used in a Trial
Item 6a.1. Provide a Rationale for the Selection of the Domain
for the Trial’s Primary Outcome
This item expands on CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 6a
to explicitly ask for reporting on the rationale underlying the selec-
tion of the outcome domain for use as the primary outcome. At a
broad conceptual level, the outcome’s domain refers to the name
or concept used to describe an outcome (eg, pain).10,39 The word
domain can be closely linked to and sometimes used equivalently
with the terms construct and attribute in the literature.40 Even
though a complete outcome definition is expected to be provided
in the trial report (as recommended by CONSORT 2010 statement
checklist item 6a),2,40 the rationale for the choice of the outcome
domain for the trial’s primary outcome is also essential to commu-
nicate because it underpins the purpose of the proposed trial.

Important aspects for the rationale may include (1) the impor-
tance of the outcome domain to the individuals involved in the trial
(eg, patients, the public, clinicians, policy makers, funders, or
health payers), (2) the expected effect of the intervention on the
outcome domain, and (3) the ability to assess it accurately, safely,
and feasibly during the trial. It also should be reported whether
the selected outcome domain originated from a core outcome set

(ie, an agreed standardized set of outcomes that should be mea-
sured in all trials for a specific clinical area).43

Item 6a.2. Describe the Specific Measurement Variable
(eg, Systolic Blood Pressure), Analysis Metric (eg, Change From
Baseline, Final Value, Time to Event), Method of Aggregation
(eg, Mean, Proportion), and the Time Point for Each Outcome
This item expands on CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 6a
that recommends completely defining prespecified primary and
secondary outcomes, and provides specific recommendations that
mirror SPIRIT 2013 statement checklist item 12 (and its explanatory
text for defining trial outcomes).35 CONSORT-Outcomes 2022
extension checklist item 6a.2 recommends describing each ele-
ment of an outcome including its measurement variable, specific
analysis metric, method of aggregation, and time point. Registers
such as ClinicalTrials.gov already require that trials define their out-
comes using this framework.10,35,39 Failure to clearly report each
element of the outcomes from a trial enables undetectable mul-
tiple testing, data cherry-picking, and selective nonreporting of
results in the trial report compared with what was planned.10,44

Item 6a.3. If the Analysis Metric for the Primary Outcome
Represents Within-Participant Change, Define and Justify
the Minimal Important Change in Individuals
This item expands on CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension check-
list item 6a.2. In cases in which the participant-level analysis metric
for the primary outcome represents intraindividual change from an
earlier value (such as those measured at baseline), a definition and

Table 2. The 5 Core Elements of a Defined Outcomea

Element
No. Element term Definition used Example 1 Example 2 Example 3
1 Domainb Title or concept to describe ≥1 outcomes Blood pressure Depression Death

2 Measurement
variable or
specific
measurement

Corresponds to the data collected directly from
the trial participants; description includes the
instrument used to assess the outcome domain
• Descriptive name Systolic blood pressure

measured with Omron
upper arm blood pressure
monitor

MADRS All-cause mortality
per the hospital database

• If applicable, the total score or the subscales
that will be analyzed

Not applicable MADRS total score Not applicable

3 Specific metric Participant-level unit of measurement (eg, change
from baseline, final value or a value at a time point,
time to event) for the analysis

Value at a time point Change from baseline Time to event

4 Method of
aggregation

The procedure for estimating the treatment effect

• If the outcome will be treated as a continuous,
categorical, or time-to-event variable

Continuous variable Binary variable Time to event

• For continuous variables, a measure of central
tendency (eg, mean value); for categorical and
time-to-event data variables, proportion with an
event and, if relevant, the specific cutoff values or
categories compared

Mean value Proportion of
participants with ≥50%
decrease

Incidence density and
between-group incidence
density rate

5 Time point The timing of follow-up measurements

• When outcome measurements will be
obtained

2, 4, and 12 wk after
randomization

2, 4, 6, and 8 wk after
randomization

Daily

• Which of the outcome measurements will be
analyzed

12 wk after
randomization

8 wk after randomization End of follow-up

Abbreviation: MADRS, Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale.
a Content adapted from Zarin et al,39 Mayo-Wilson et al,10 and Chan et al.35

b An explicit and specific description of the outcome domain should be provided
in the trial protocol, as appropriate, when defining the trial outcome. If an

outcome domain is broad, such as pain, a specific protocolized domain
definition might be the daily average of the intensity of the sensation of pain
expressed on a range from no pain to worst pain imaginable over a 24-hour
window during an average day.40
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justification of what is considered the minimal important change
(MIC) for the relevant study instrument should be provided. In the
CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension, the MIC was defined as
the smallest within-patient change that is considered important by
patients, clinicians, or relevant others (common alternative termi-
nologies appear in the Box).24,25,31 The MIC is important to report
for all trials that use a within-participant change metric, such as those
that plan to analyze the proportion of participants showing a change
larger than the MIC value in each treatment group (eg, to define the
proportion who improved)45 or in n-of-1 trial designs.46

Describing the MIC will facilitate understanding of the trial re-
sults and their clinical relevance by patients, clinicians, and policy
makers. Users with trial knowledge may be interested in the MIC it-
self as a benchmark or, alternatively, in a value larger than the known
MIC. Describing the justification for the selected MIC is important
because there can be numerous MICs available for the same study
instrument, with varying clinical relevance and methodological qual-
ity depending on how and in whom they were determined.47-50 If
the MIC is unknown for the study instrument with respect to the tri-
al’s population and setting, this should be reported.

Item 6a.4. If the Outcome Data Were Continuous,
but Were Analyzed as Categorical (Method of Aggregation),
Specify the Cutoff Values Used
This item expands on CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension check-
list item 6a.2 to prompt authors, if applicable, to describe the pre-
specified cutoff values used to convert any outcome data collected
on a continuous (or ordinal) scale into a categorical variable for their
analyses.10,35 Providing an explanation of the rationale for the choice
of the cutoff value is recommended; it is not unusual for different
trials to apply different cutoff values. The cutoff values selected are
most useful when they have clear clinical relevance.51 Reporting this
information will help avoid multiple testing (known as “p-hacking”),
data cherry-picking, and selective nonreporting of results in the trial
report.10,44,52

Item 6a.5. If Outcome Assessments Were Performed
at Several Time Points After Randomization,
State the Time Points Used for the Analysis
This item expands on CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension check-
list item 6a.2 regarding the time point to prompt authors, if appli-
cable, to specify the time point used in the main analysis if outcome
assessments were performed at multiple time points after random-
ization (eg, trial assessed blood pressure daily for 12 weeks after ran-
domization). Specifying the preplanned time points of assessment
used for the analyses will help limit the possibility of unplanned analy-
ses of multiple assessment time points and the selective nonreport-
ing of time points that did not yield large or significant results.35,39

Providing a rationale for the choice of time point is encouraged
(eg, based on the expected clinical trajectory after the intervention
or the duration of treatment needed to achieve a clinically meaning-
ful exposure to treatment). The length of follow-up should be appro-
priate to the management decision the trial is designed to inform.53

Item 6a.6. If a Composite Outcome Was Used, Define all Individual
Components of the Composite Outcome
A composite outcome consists of 2 or more component outcomes
that may be related. Participants who have experienced any 1 of the

defined component outcomes comprising the composite outcome
are considered to have experienced the composite outcome.21,22

When used, composite outcomes should be prespecified, justified,
and fully defined,51 which includes a complete definition of each in-
dividual component outcome and a description of how those will be
combined (eg, what analytic steps define the occurrence of the com-
posite outcome).

However, composite outcomes can be difficult to interpret
even when sufficiently reported. For example, a composite out-
come can disguise treatment effects when the effects on the com-
ponent outcomes go in opposite directions or when the compo-
nent outcomes have different effect levels (eg, combining death
and disability), furthering the need for quality reporting for every
component.22,54

Item 6a.7. Identify any Outcomes That Were not Prespecified
in a Trial Registry or Trial Protocol
Any outcomes that were not prespecified in the trial protocol or
trial registry that were measured during the trial should be clearly
identified and labeled. Outcomes that were not prespecified can
result from the addition of an entirely new outcome domain that
was not initially planned (eg, the unplanned inclusion and analysis
of change in frequency of cardiovascular hospital admissions
obtained from a hospital database). In addition, outcomes that
differ from the prespecified outcomes in measurement variable,
analysis metric, method of aggregation, and analysis time point
are not prespecified. For example, if the trial reports on treatment
success rates at 12 months instead of the prespecified time point
of 6 months in the trial protocol, the 12-month rate should be
identified as an outcome that was not prespecified with the spe-
cific change explained. Many reasons exist for changes in out-
come data (eg, screening, diagnostic, and surveillance procedures
may change; coding systems may change; or new adverse effect
data may emerge). For fundamental changes to the primary out-
come, investigators should report details (eg, the nature and tim-
ing of the change, motivation, whether the impetus arose from
internal or external data sources, and who proposed and who
approved these changes).

The addition of undeclared outcomes in trial reports is a major
concern.7,55 Among 67 trials published in 5 high-impact CONSORT-
endorsing journals, there were 365 outcomes added (a mean of 5
undeclared outcomes per trial).7 Less than 15% of the added out-
comes were described as not being prespecified.7 Determining
whether reported outcomes match those in trial protocols or trial
registries should not be left for readers to check for themselves,
which is an onerous process (estimated review time of 1-7 hours per
trial),7 and is impossible in some cases (such as when the trial pro-
tocol is not publicly available). There can be good reasons to change
study outcomes while a trial is ongoing, and authors should dis-
close these changes (CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 6b)
to avoid any potential appearance of reporting bias.

Item 6a.8. Provide a Description of the Study Instruments
Used to Assess the Outcome (eg, Questionnaires, Laboratory Tests)
Along With Reliability, Validity, and Responsiveness in a Population
Similar to the Study Sample
The information needed to provide a sufficient description of the
study instrument should be enough to allow replication of the trial
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and interpretability of the results (eg, specify the version of the rat-
ing scale used, the mode of administration, and the make and model
of the relevant laboratory instrument).35 It is essential to summa-
rize and provide references to empirical evidence that demon-
strated sufficient reliability (eg, test-retest, interrater or intrarater
reliability, and internal consistency), validity (eg, content, con-
struct, criterion, cross-cultural, and structural validity), ability to
detect change in the health outcome being assessed (ie, respon-
siveness) as appropriate for the type of study instrument, and en-
able comparison with a population similar to the study sample.
Such evidence may be drawn from high-quality primary studies of
measurement properties, from systematic reviews of measure-
ment properties of study instruments, and from core outcome sets.
Diagnostic test accuracy is relevant to report when the defined out-
come relates to the presence or absence of a condition before and
after treatment.56

CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension checklist item 6a.8 also
recommends describing relevant measurement properties in a
population similar to the study sample (or at least not substan-
tively different) because measurement properties of study instru-
ments cannot be presumed to be generalizable between different
populations (eg, between different age groups).57 If measure-
ment properties of the study instrument were unknown for the
population used, this can be stated with a rationale for why it was
considered appropriate or necessary to use this instrument.

This information is critical to report because the quality and
interpretation of the trial data rest on these measurement prop-
erties. For example, study instruments with poor content validity
would not accurately reflect the domain that was intended to be
measured, and study instruments with low interrater reliability
would undermine the trial’s statistical power35 if an expected
result was not discovered or accounted for in the planned power
calculations.30-32

Item 6a.9. Describe who Assessed the Outcome (eg, Nurse, Parent)
and any Qualifications or Trial-Specific Training Necessary
to Administer the Study Instruments to Assess the Outcome
Substantially different responses, and therefore different trial re-
sults, can be obtained for many types of outcomes (eg, behavioral,
psychological outcomes), depending on who is assessing the out-
come of interest. This variability may result from differences in as-
sessors’ training or experience, different perspectives, or patient
recall.58,59 Assessments of a clinical outcome reported by a clini-
cian, a patient, or a nonclinician observer or through a performance-
based assessment are correspondingly classified by the US Food
and Drug Administration as clinician-reported, patient-reported,
observer-reported, and performance outcomes.60

For outcomes that could be assessed by various people, an ex-
planation for the choice of outcome assessor made in the context
of the trial should be provided. For outcomes that are not influ-
enced by the outcome assessor (eg, plasma cholesterol levels), this
information is less relevant. Professional qualifications or any trial-
specific training necessary for trial personnel to function as out-
come assessors is often relevant to describe35 (eg, when using the
second edition of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, an
assessor with a PhD or PsyD and �5 years of experience with the
relevant patient population and �15 prior administrations using this
instrument or similar IQ assessments might be required). Details

regarding blinding of an assessor to the patient’s treatment assign-
ment and emerging trial results are covered in CONSORT 2010 state-
ment checklist item 11a.

Item 6a.10. Describe any Processes Used to Promote Outcome Data
Quality During Data Collection (eg, Duplicate Measurements)
and After Data Collection (eg, Range Checks of Outcome Data
Values), or State Where These Details Can Be Found
Providing a description of any of the processes used to promote
outcome data quality during and after data collection in a trial pro-
vides transparency and facilitates appraisal of the quality of the
trial’s data. For example, subjective outcome assessments may
have been performed in duplicate (eg, pathology assessments)
or a central adjudication committee may have been used to ensure
independent and accurate outcome assessments. Other com-
mon examples include verifying the data are in the proper format
(eg, integer), the data are within an expected range of values, and
the data are reviewed with independent source document verifica-
tion (eg, by an external trial monitor).35 The trial report should
include a full description or a brief summary with reference to
where the complete information can be found (eg, an open access
trial protocol).

CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extension Checklist Item
for the Description of the Sample Size
Item 7a.1. Define and Justify the Target Difference Between
Treatment Groups (eg, the Minimal Important Difference)
This item expands on CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 7a
for reporting how sample size was determined to prompt authors
to report the target difference used to inform the trial’s sample
size calculation. The target difference is the value used in sample
size calculations as the difference sought to be detected in the
primary outcome between the intervention groups at the specific
time point for the analysis that should be considered realistic or
important by 1 or more key stakeholder groups.37 The Difference
Elicitation in Trials project has published extensive evidence-
based guidance on selecting a target difference for a trial, sample
size calculation, and reporting.37,38 The target difference may be
the minimal important difference (MID; the smallest difference
between patients perceived as important)24,26,27 or the smallest
worthwhile effect (the smallest beneficial effect of an interven-
tion that justifies the costs, harms, and inconvenience of the
interventions as determined by patients).33 Because there can be
different pragmatic or clinical factors informing the selected tar-
get difference (eg, the availability of a credible MID for the study
instrument used to assess the primary outcome),47 and numer-
ous different options available (eg, 1 of several MIDs or values
based on pilot studies),47 it is important to explain why the cho-
sen target difference was selected.23,48,49

CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extension Checklist Items
for the Descriptions of the Statistical Methods
Item 12a.1. Describe any Methods Used to Account for Multiplicity
in the Analysis or Interpretation of the Primary and Secondary
Outcomes (eg, Coprimary Outcomes, Same Outcome Assessed
at Multiple Time Points, or Subgroup Analyses of an Outcome)
This item extends CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 12a
to prompt authors to describe any statistical methods used to
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account for multiplicity relating to the analysis or interpretation of
the results. Outcome multiplicity issues are common in trials and
deserve particular attention when there are coprimary outcomes,
multiple possible time points resulting from the repeated assess-
ment of a single outcome, multiple planned analyses of a single out-
come (eg, interim or subgroup analysis, multigroup trials), or nu-
merous secondary outcomes for analysis.61

The methods used to account for such forms of multiplicity in-
clude statistical methods (eg, family-wise error rate approaches) or
descriptive approaches (eg, noting that the analyses are explor-
atory, placing the results in the context of the expected number of
false-positive outcomes).61,62 Such information may be briefly de-
scribed in the text of the report or described in more detail in the
statistical analysis plan.63 Authors may report if no methods were
used to account for multiplicity (eg, not applicable or were not con-
sidered necessary).

Item 12a.2. State and Justify any Criteria for Excluding
any Outcome Data From the Analysis and Reporting,
or Report That no Outcome Data Were Excluded
This item extends CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 12a to
recommend that authors (1) state and justify any criteria applied for
excluding certain outcome data from the analysis or (2) report that
no outcome data were excluded. This is in reference to explicitly and
intentionally excluded outcome data, such as in the instance of too
many missing items from a participant’s completed questionnaire,
or through other well-justified exclusion of outliers for a particular
outcome. This helps the reader to interpret the reported results. This
information may be presented in the CONSORT flow diagram where
the reasons for outcome data exclusion are stated for each out-
come by treatment group.

Item 12a.3. Describe the Methods Used to Assess Patterns
of Missingness (eg, Missing not at Random), and Describe
the Methods Used to Handle Missing Outcome Items
or Entire Assessments
The occurrence of missing participant outcome data in trials is com-
mon, and in many cases, this missingness is not random, meaning it
is related to either allocation to a treatment group, patient-specific
(prognostic) factors, or the occurrence of a specific health out-
come.64,65 When there are missing data, CONSORT-Outcomes
2022 extension checklist item 12a.3 recommends describing
(1) any methods used to assess or identify the pattern of missing-
ness and (2) any methods used to handle missing outcomes or
entire assessments (the choice of which is informed by the identi-
fied pattern of missingness) in the statistical analysis (eg, multiple
imputation, complete case, based on likelihood, and inverse-
probability weighting).

It is critical to provide information about the patterns and han-
dling of any missing data because missing data can lead to reduced
power of the trial, affect its conclusions, and affect whether trials
are at low or high risk of bias, depending on the pattern of
missingness.66,67 A lack of clarity about the magnitude of the miss-
ingness and about how missing data were handled in the analysis
makes it impossible for meta-analysists to accurately extract
sample sizes needed to weight studies in their pooled estimates
and prevents accurate assessment of any risk of bias arising from
missing data in the reported results.67,68 This checklist item is not

applicable if there is a complete data set, and it may be unimport-
ant if the amount of missing data can be considered negligible.

Patterns of missingness (also referred to as missing data
mechanisms) include missing completely at random, missing at
random, and missing not at random and require description in
trials to help readers and meta-analysists determine which pat-
terns are present in data sets.69 Some of the missing data may
still be able to be measured (eg, via concerted follow-up efforts
with a subset of the trial participants with missing data) to help
distinguish between missing at random and missing not at
random.70 The pattern of missingness relates to the choice of the
methods used to handle missing outcomes or entire assessments
(eg, multiple imputation and maximum likelihood analyses
assume the data are at least missing at random) and is essential to
report. Any sensitivity analyses that were conducted to assess
the robustness of the trial results (eg, using different methods to
handle missing data) should be reported.35,64

Item 12a.4. Provide a Definition of the Outcome Analysis
Population Relating to Nonadherence of the Trial Protocol
(eg, as a Randomized Analysis)
Trial outcome data can be analyzed in many ways that can lead to
different results. The general reporting principle described in the
CONSORT 2010 statement was to “describe statistical methods
with enough detail to enable a knowledgeable reader with access
to the original data to verify the reported results.”2 Item 12a.4
extends CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 12a to recom-
mend that authors report the definition of the outcome analysis
population used for each analysis as it relates to nonadherence
of the trial protocol. For each analysis, information on whether the
investigators included all participants who were randomized to the
group to which they were originally allocated (ie, intention-to-treat
analysis) has been widely recognized to be particularly important
to the critical appraisal and interpretation of trial findings.2,35

Because amounts of missing data may vary among different out-
comes and the reasons data are missing may also vary, CONSORT-
Outcomes 2022 extension checklist item 12a.4 specifies reporting
the definition of the outcome analysis population used in the sta-
tistical analyses. For example, a complete data set may be available
to analyze the outcome of mortality but not for patient-reported out-
comes within the same trial. In another example, analysis of harms
might be restricted to participants who received the trial interven-
tion so the absence or occurrence of harm was not attributed to
a treatment that was never received.35

CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extension Checklist Item
for the Description of Outcomes and Estimation
Item 17a.1. Include the Results for all Prespecified Outcome Analyses
or State Where the Results Can Be Found if not in This Report
This item expands on CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 17a
on outcomes and estimation to remind authors to ensure that they
have reported the results for all outcome analyses that were pre-
specified in the trial protocol or statistical analysis plan.68 Although
this is expected to be standard practice,2 the information available
in the trial report is often insufficient regarding prespecified analy-
ses for the reader to determine whether there was selective nonre-
porting of any trial results.71 When it is not feasible to report on all
prespecified analyses in a single trial report (eg, trials with a large
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number of prespecified secondary outcomes), authors should
report where the results of any other prespecified outcome analy-
ses can be found (eg, in linked publications or an online repository)
or signal their intention to report later in the case of longer-term
follow-up.

CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 Extension Checklist Item
for the Description of Ancillary Analyses
Item 18.1. If There Were any Analyses That Were not Prespecified,
Explain why They Were Performed
A recent study of adherence showed that prespecified statistical
analyses remain low in published trials, with unexplained discrep-
ancies between the prespecified and reported analyses.71 This item
extends CONSORT 2010 statement checklist item 18 on ancillary
analyses to recommend that an explanation should be provided for
any analyses that were not prespecified (eg, in the trial protocol or
statistical analysis plan), but that are being reported in the trial re-
port. These types of analyses can be called either exploratory analy-
ses or analyses that were not prespecified. Communicating the ra-
tionale for any analyses that were not prespecified, but which were
performed and reported, is important for trial transparency and for
correct appraisal of the trial’s credibility. It can be important to state
when such additional analyses were performed (eg, before or after
seeing any results from comparative analyses for other outcomes).
Multiple analyses of the same data create a risk for false-positive find-
ings and selective reporting of analyses that were not prespecified
could lead to bias.

Discussion
The CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension provides evidence- and
consensus-based guidance for reporting outcomes in published
clinical trial reports, extending the CONSORT 2010 statement
checklist with 17 additional reporting items and harmonizing
reporting recommendations with guidance from the SPIRIT-
Outcomes 2022 extension.17 Alignment across these 2 extension
guidelines creates a cohesive continuum of reporting from the trial
protocol to the completed trial that will facilitate both the research-
er’s production of the trial protocol and trial report and, impor-
tantly, any assessment of the final report’s adherence to the trial
protocol.20 Similar to the CONSORT 2010 statement,41 the
CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension applies to the content of
the trial report, including the tables and figures and online-only
supplementary material.72 The current recommendations are simi-
larly not prescriptive regarding the structure or location of report-
ing this information; authors should “address checklist items some-
where in the article, with ample detail and lucidity.”41

Users of the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension checklist
should note that these additional checklist items represent the
minimum essential items for outcomes reporting and are being
added to the CONSORT 2010 statement2,3 guidelines to maximize
trial utility, transparency, replication, and limit selective nonreport-
ing of results (eTable 5 in the Supplement). In some cases, it may be
important to report additional outcome-specific information in trial
reports,4 such as those in eTable 6 in the Supplement or refer to
CONSORT-PRO for PRO-specific reporting guidance14 and the
CONSORT extension for reporting harms.13 Authors adhering to

the CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension should explain why any
item is not relevant to their trial. For example, this extension check-
list, which is for reporting systematically assessed outcomes, might
not be applicable to outcomes that are not systematically collected
or prespecified such as spontaneously reported adverse events.
When constrained by journal word count, authors can refer to open
access trial protocols, statistical analysis plans, trial registry data, or
provide online-only supplementary materials.

We anticipate that the key users of the CONSORT-Outcomes
2022 extension will be trial authors, journal editors, peer reviewers,
systematic reviewers, meta-analysis researchers, academic institu-
tions, patients (including trial participants), and the broader public
(eTable 5 in the Supplement). Use of this extension by these groups
may help improve trial utility, transparency, and replication. Patient
and public engagement was successfully embedded into a consen-
sus meeting for a methodologically complex topic, a rarity in
reporting guideline development to date. Future reporting guide-
line development should engage patients and members of the pub-
lic throughout the process. The CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 exten-
sion will be disseminated as outlined previously,15 including
through the EQUATOR Network and the CONSORT website. End
users can provide their input on the content, clarity, and usability
online,73 which will inform any future updates.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, the included checklist items
are appropriate for systematically collected outcomes, including
most potential benefits and some harms; however, other items might
be applicable for reporting harms not systematically assessed.74

Second, because these checklist items are not yet integrated in
the main CONSORT checklist, finding and using multiple checklists
may be considered burdensome by some authors and editors, which
may affect uptake.75 Future efforts to integrate these additional
checklist items in the main CONSORT checklist might promote imple-
mentation in practice.

Third, although a large, multinational group of experts and end
users was involved in the development of these recommendations
with the aim of increasing usability among the broader research com-
munity, the Delphi voting results could have been affected by a non-
response bias because panelists were self-selecting (ie, interested
individuals signed up to take part in the Delphi voting process).

Fourth, the consensus meeting panelists were purposively
sampled based on their expertise and roles relevant to clinical trial
conduct, oversight, and reporting.15 The views of individuals not well
represented by the consensus meeting panelists (eg, trialists out-
side North America and Europe) may differ. The systematic and evi-
dence-based approach15,16 used to develop this guideline, includ-
ing a rigorous scoping review of outcome reporting guidance,4,18 will
help mitigate the potential effect of these limitations.

Conclusions
This CONSORT-Outcomes 2022 extension of the CONSORT 2010
statement provides 17 outcome-specific items that should be ad-
dressed in all published clinical trial reports and may help increase
trial utility, replicability, and transparency and may minimize the risk
of selective nonreporting of trial results.
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